SUMMARY microRNAs (miRNAs) are important noncoding small RNAs that regulate mRNAs in eukaryotes. However, under which circumstances different miRNAs/miRNA families exhibit different evolutionary trajectories in plants remains unclear. In this study, we sequenced the small RNAs and degradome from a basal eudicot, sacred lotus (Nelumbo nucifera or lotus), to identify miRNAs and their targets. Combining with public miRNAs, we predicted 57 pre-eudicot miRNA families from different evolutionary stages. We found that miRNA families featuring older age, higher copy and target number tend to show lower propensity for miRNA family loss (PGL) and stronger signature of purifying selection during divergence of temperate and tropical lotus. Further analyses of lotus genome revealed that there is an association between loss of miRNA families in descendent plants and in duplicated genomes. Gene dosage balance is crucial in maintaining those preferentially retained MIRNA duplicates by imposing stronger purifying selection. However, these factors and selection influencing miRNA family evolution are not applicable to the putative MIRNA-likes. Additionally, the MIRNAs participating in lotus pollen-pistil interaction, a conserved process in angiosperms, also have a strong signature of purifying selection. Functionally, sequence divergence in MIRNAs escalates expression divergence of their target genes between temperate and tropical lotus during rhizome and leaf growth. Overall, our study unravels several important factors and selection that determine the miRNA family distribution in plants and duplicated genomes, and provides evidence for functional impact of MIRNA sequence evolution.
INTRODUCTION
Messenger RNA levels in the eukaryotic cell are regulated by gene transcription and degradation. Other than transcription factors (TFs) which bind to the cis-elements of target gene to induce or repress gene transcription, microRNAs (miRNAs) constitute other types of trans-acting elements which belong to endogenous noncoding small RNAs that function in regulating gene expression (Carrington and Ambros, 2003) . Plant miRNAs are generated from stem-loop regions of longer primary transcripts by a Dicerlike (DCL) enzyme and range from 20 to 24 nucleotides (nt) in length (Papp et al., 2003b; Ren and Yu, 2012) . Complementary base pairing to the target mRNA, the miRNA can guide the RNA-induced silencing complex to cleave target mRNA or inhibit its translation (Llave et al., 2002; Carrington and Ambros, 2003; Yu and Wang, 2010) . Through repression of the target genes, miRNAs were identified to play diverse roles in plants, including development, phytohormone signaling, stress response and disease resistance (Achard et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 2006b; Allen et al., 2007; Bartel, 2007; Reyes and Chua, 2007; Chen, 2009 ).
The MIRNAs (miRNA genes) often duplicate to form multi-copy miRNA families. The de novo birth of a miRNA family during plant evolution may sometimes contribute to regulatory novelty. For example, miR824, a newly evolved miRNA family distributed in Brassica species with signs of balancing selection, participates in regulation of flowering time by targeting AGAMOUS-LIKE16 (de Meaux et al., 2008; Hu et al., 2014) . Acquisition of different miRNA families during plant evolution has been previously summarized through parsimony approach based on their presence and absence in representative species from the backbone phylogenetic tree (Zhang et al., 2006a; Nozawa et al., 2012; Taylor et al., 2014) . While some miRNA families are presented in the majority of the terminal branches of the plant phylogeny, some are distributed in a mosaic manner (Zhang et al., 2006a; Nozawa et al., 2012; Taylor et al., 2014) . So far, in-depth analysis of the factors that influence the different evolutionary trajectories among different miRNA families have not been carried out. In addition, whether these varied evolutionary patterns among miRNA families are shaped by different levels of selection or merely a consequence of neutral evolution remains unknown. Meanwhile, retained duplicates from whole-genome duplications (WGDs) provide an important source of material for evolution, contributing to gene diversity and regulatory complexity of eukaryotes (Ohno, 1970; Freeling and Thomas, 2006; Shi et al., 2010; Vekemans et al., 2012; Vanneste et al., 2014; Soltis et al., 2015) . Duplication of MIRNAs, especially those from genome duplications, may also contribute to miRNA diversity and their regulatory complexity (Zhou et al., 2013; Vanneste et al., 2014; Shen et al., 2015) . Case studies from grasses, Brassica rapa and soybean indicated that retention of MIRNA duplicates after genome duplication is driven by the dosage balance rule and that co-retention of MIRNA target is frequently observed (Sun et al., 2015; Zhao et al., 2015) . However, the relationship between retention of MIRNA duplicates from genome duplications and evolutionary conservation of miRNA families in descendent plant lineages remains unclear.
In angiosperms, the eudicots are the most species-rich group that account for almost three-quarters of angiosperm species (Li et al., 2014) . Studies of miRNA evolution in eudicots have lagged behind in that only very few miRNAs from basal eudicots have been released (Zheng et al., 2013b) . Basal lineages of a taxonomic group are important in evolutionary studies, especially for early innovations (Soltis et al., 2011; Albert et al., 2013) . The sacred lotus (Nelumbo nucifera Gaertn., hereafter referred to as 'lotus') with great economic and cultural importance in Asia is a basal eudicot from the family Nelumbonaceae (order Proteales) (Duke and Duke, 2002; Ming et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2013) . Other than the more ancient WGDs shared by all seed plants and angiosperms, lotus experienced a lineage-specific WGDs about 65 Ma after its divergence from core eudicots about 121 Ma. (Fiz-Palacios et al., 2011; Ming et al., 2013) . Nonetheless, evolution of lotus MIRNAs in the context of genome duplication is also unexplored. Asian lotus diverged into two ecotypes -temperate and tropical lotus -which exhibit distinct genetic backgrounds, diverged patterns of gene expression, florescence and especially rhizome growth (Yang et al., 2013b (Yang et al., , 2014 Hu et al., 2015) . Re-sequencing of tropical lotus genome revealed millions of SNPs and InDels compared with the temperate reference genome, providing us an opportunity to gain insight into how powerful selection shapes different patterns of MIRNA evolution (Hu et al., 2015) .
As an efficient way to obtain miRNA sequences and their target genes, we performed next generation sequencing (NGS) of small RNAs and degradome of multiple lotus tissues. Combining public green plant miRNA data from miRBase 21, the released whole-genome and transcriptome data from temperate and tropical lotus, and our predicted MIRNA homologues (MIRNA-likes), we aimed to investigate and understand: (i) the history of acquisition of preeudicot miRNA families; (ii) the factors and selective strength affecting retention/loss and expansion of pre-eudicot miRNA families in major plant lineages; (iii) the relationship between miRNA family retention/loss in descendent lineages and in subgenomes after WGD or SD (segmental duplication); (iv) sequence evolution of those lotus MIRNAs under a functional constraint: those involving in pollen-pistil interaction, a process common to all angiosperms; and (v) functional impact of MIRNA sequence evolution: a case study of influence from MIRNA sequence divergence on expression divergence of their target genes between temperate and tropical lotus. Taken together, this study provides important clues in mechanisms shaping the evolution of miRNA families and the functional consequence of MIRNA sequence evolution.
RESULTS

Identification and characterization of lotus miRNAs and their targets
To comprehensively capture miRNAs from basal eudicot, we applied sRNA-seq on six lotus tissues including leaf (L), stem (S), petal (PE), anther (AN), unpollinated pistil (Pi) and pollinated pistil (PP). After filtering adaptors, contaminants and low-quality reads, we obtained a total of 327 144 148 clean reads with length of 18-30 nt (Table S1 ). The majority of unique sRNAs were either 24 nt or 21 nt in length for all six tissues ( Figure S1 ). After filtering small RNAs mapping to repeats, CDSs, rRNAs, snoRNAs, snRNAs and tRNAs, we identified a total of 667 unique miRNAs which included 129 known miRNAs and 538 novel miRNAs (Tables S1 and S2 ). The miRNA expression, measured by TPM, from replicates of AN, Pi and PP showed a strong positive correlation (all P < 2.2 eÀ16 , R AN 2 = 0.746; R Pi 2 = 0.723; R PP 2 = 0.782, linear regression analysis), supporting the accuracy of quantified miRNA expression level ( Figure S2 ). Combining with previously released lotus miRNAs from leaf and bud, and removing several without typical miRNA hairpin structures by MIRcheck, we identified 803 miRNAs and 663 MIRNAs (pre-miRNAs) (Zheng et al., 2013b) . Further genomic analyses revealed that the majority of the lotus MIRNAs were singleton (58%) while there were 17% from dispersed duplication, 16% from WGD or SD, 8% from tandem duplication (TD) and 1% from proximal duplication ( Figure 1a) . Meanwhile, up to 74% were lotus-specific (novel) MIRNAs (Figure 1b) . To capture the evidence of presence of the primary miRNAs (pri-miRNAs) or pre-miRNAs, we mapped the public RNA-seq reads on our detected MIRNA loci. In 663 MIRNAs, we found 160 (24.1%) MIRNAs were mapped by RNA-seq reads (Table S3) . The average expression level of those miRNAs from MIRNAs with RNA-seq coverage (mean: 4355.4 TPM) was much higher than the average of those without according to our sRNA-seq data (mean: 9.3 TPM) (Table S3 ). This indicated that although the long primary miRNAs with poly (A) tails are processed efficiently by Dicer-like-1 and degraded subsequently, we still can detect their presence from RNA-seq dataset for those highly expressed MIRNAs given the differences in their steady state. The target genes of miRNAs were obtained via both degradome-seq and computational prediction. Degradome-seq of the mixed tissue library generated 10 913 477 clean reads with 87.11% mapped to CDSs (Table S4) . These data enabled us to identify miRNA-mediated mRNA cleavage sites. Signatures of cleavage on target genes are now available at our lotus genome database (http://lotusdb.wbgcas.cn). In total, 304 known protein-coding genes were the targets by 245 miRNAs. Genomic analysis showed that more than half of the miRNA targets were from WGD or SD (55%), while 24% were from dispersed duplication, 12% from singleton, 6% from TD and 3% from proximal duplication (Figure 1c ). Functional annotation of lotus miRNA targets indicated that a large proportion of the targets encoded TFs (61/303, 20%), which was significantly higher than the TF occurrence frequency in the lotus genome (1476/26 685, 5.5%) (P < 0.01, v 2 test; Figure 1d ).
Gene ontology (GO) enrichment analysis showed that many GO terms of biological process such as 'cell death', 'regulation of metabolic process', 'regulation of gene transcription' and 'response to endogenous stimulus' were significantly enriched in lotus miRNA targets (P < 0.01, FDR < 0.05), which suggested that lotus miRNAs participate in diverse pathways (Figure 1e ).
Factors determining the fates of pre-eudicot miRNA families
These miRNAs detected from a basal eudicot lineage, lotus, allowed us to circumscribe the ancient miRNA families acquired before early eudicot radiation. Combining all available plant miRNAs from miRBase 21 and lotus with typical pre-miRNA stem-loops, and based on Dollo parsimony, we found 57 miRNA families that were gained before lotus split from the core eudicots (evolutionary steps: S1-S6; Figure 2a and Table S5 ). An additional seven were obtained soon after lotus diverged from MRCA most recent common ancestor (MRCA) of Rosids and Asterids (S7) (Figure 2a and Table S5 ). 17 miRNA families were acquired during land plant ancestor evolution (S1), followed by 15 that were acquired in the MRCA of monocot and eudicot (S5), and eight acquired in early eudicot ancestor (S6) ranking in the top three in miRNA acquisition (Figure 2a) . Although 57 miRNA families were acquired from different evolutionary stages before eudicot radiation, their evolutionary conservation and diversification (expansion) in descendent lineages are varied. Here, we revealed several factors including age, expansion and target acquisition that may contribute to the differences of evolutionary pattern among miRNA families. Since ancient miRNA families gained during early plant diversification might acquire important functions, we proposed that older miRNA families are less likely to be lost in descendent lineages. The quantified value, propensity for miRNA family loss (PGL), demonstrated a trend that miRNA families acquired during earlier evolutionary steps are more likely to be retained in descendants by exhibiting lower PGL (Figure 2b ). For instance, average PGL of those miRNA families that appeared during ancestor of land plant (S1) was 0.4012 whereas average PGL of those acquired during ancestor of eudicot (S6) was up to 0.6937 ( Figure 2b and Table S5 ). Meanwhile, lotus MIRNAs from older miRNA families generally exhibited lower variant density than those from younger families, which suggested that stronger purifying selection may act upon older miRNA family members (Figure 2c) . Regardless of the fact that missing data due to limited miRNA sampling may increase the estimated total miRNA loss, generally, the PGL value for most of the miRNA families may increase simultaneously. This situation is because when we randomly removed a portion of MIRNA sequences from one, two or several species, the PGL values were still significantly positively correlated (all P-values < 0.01; Figure S3a-d) . Therefore, the relative PGL values for comparison among different groups of miRNA families can still be achieved and effective in this study.
Because there is a possibility that the expansion of an important miRNA family are often adaptive and can increase the regulatory complexity, we also found that the pre-eudicot miRNA families featuring higher copy number are more likely to be preserved in descendants as significantly negative correlation existed between the copy number of the lotus miRNA family and PGL (P = 0.05, R 2 = 0.0933), and between average copy number of miRNA families in plants and PGL (P < 0.01, R 2 = 0.1245) (Figure 3a, b) . Additionally, long-term retention of miRNA family in plant offspring is more likely due to its stronger functional constraint as it acquired more target genes. According to lotus miRNA targets observation, we found that those pre-eudicot miRNA families that were identified with more targets are more likely to be retained in descendants as they showed significant negative correlation between target number and PGL (P < 0.01, R 2 = 0.1171) (Figure 3c ). Interestingly, in addition to enhancing their retention in descendants, expansion of miRNA family is also associated with acquisition of more targets since the copy and target number were also significantly positively correlated (P < 0.01, R 2 = 0.2545) ( Figure 3d ).
After we found that miRNA families with higher copy and target number tend to be retained in descendants, we investigated whether there is any signature of selection to prevent their losses or if their evolutionary patterns are merely a consequence of neutral evolution. Thus we investigated the MIRNA sequence divergence between temperate and tropical lotus. Comparing to the presumably neutrally evolved MIRNA flanking regions, all grouped MIRNAs by copy number showed significantly lower variant density than flanking regions, suggesting that most MIRNAs were under certain degree of purifying selection (all P < 0.01, Mann-Whitney U-test) ( Figure 3e and Table S6 ). Nevertheless, MIRNAs from miRNA families of higher copy number exhibited lower variant density than those MIRNAs from lower copy miRNA families ( Figure 3e and Table S6 ). This suggested that MIRNAs of large miRNA families are often under stronger selective pressure which may further reduce their chance of loss. More intriguingly, reduced sequence divergence was also noted for MIRNAs with more targets (Figure 3f and Table S6 ). These implied that when a miRNA regulates more genes, it likely renders itself at the hub of a regulatory network and subjects to a stronger functional constraint and selection.
Fates of MIRNA duplicates and their targets after lotus genome duplication
Large-scale duplications such as WGD and SD (segmental duplication) produce extra copies of genes including MIRNAs, contributing to miRNA family diversity. Similar to protein coding genes, many MIRNAs also show collinear relationships in the lotus genome while some lose the collinearity (Figure 4a ). By investigating the synteny of lotus genome (duplicated genomic blocks), we found different fates of different MIRNAs during diploidization when we classified these MIRNAs accordingly by their recent origin (Table S2) . Subgenomes (duplicated genomes) are descendants from duplication coexisting in the same cell, so we investigated whether the retention of MIRNAs after genome duplication and retention in descendent lineages after plant radiation are associated. We found, consistently, MIRNAs of those pre-eudicot miRNA families of lower PGL in descendants also displayed higher proportion retained from WGD or SD than those with intermediate and low PGL (all P < 0.01, v 2 test) ( Figure 4b and Table S7 ). This indicated that, as another important factor, preservation of MIRNAs from episodes of WGDs or SDs during plant evolution may contribute to the status quo of miRNA family distribution in extant plants.
To understand what mechanisms potentially drive the different retention of MIRNAs from genome duplication of lotus, we investigated whether dosage balance rule maintains miRNA target pairs after genome duplication. By comparing the proportion of targets from WGD or SD among different groups of targets that were classified by the origin of their corresponding MIRNAs, we found preferential retention of targets from WGD or SD when their corresponding MIRNAs were also from WGD or SD (Figure 4c and Table S7 ). Explicitly, the proportion of targets from WGD or SD for those MIRNAs also from WGD or SD was 67.0%, higher than the counterpart for those MIRNAs from dispersed duplication (69.4%) (P = 0.4967), singleton (53.7%) (P = 0.0219) and TD (41.6%) (P = 0.0203) (v 2 test) ( Figure 4c and Table S7 ). Moreover, TFs are usually at the hubs of regulatory networks and they made up 20% of total lotus miRNA targets. We found that TF-targeting MIRNAs were preferentially retained after WGD or SD -about 55.5% of MIRNA duplicates which target TFs were retained from WGDs or SD -whereas only 17.1% of MIRNA duplicates targeting non-TF genes and 3.7% of MIRNA duplicates without target were retained from WGDs or SDs (all P < 0.01, v 2 test) ( Figure 4d and Table S7 ). Compared with the presumably neutrally evolved MIRNA flanking regions, all grouped MIRNAs by the origin except those from TD show significantly lower variant density than flanking regions (6.11 variants/kb) on average (all P < 0.01, Mann- Table S6 for details of Mann-Whitney Utest for pairwise comparisons. Error bar, standard deviation. *P < 0.05. **P < 0.01. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com].
Whitney U-test) ( Figure 4e and Table S6 ). By excluding the scanty seven MIRNAs from proximal duplication, MIRNAs from WGD or SD exhibited the lowest sequence divergence (2.47 variants/kb), followed by dispersed duplication (4.78 variants/kb), singleton (5.54 variants/kb) and TD (6.36 variants/kb) ( Figure 4e and Table S6 ). Similarly, we found MIRNAs with targets belonging to TFs exhibited lowest mean variant density (1.18 variants/kb), comparing to those with non-TF targets (4.23 variants/kb) and those without target (6.27 variants/kb) ( Figure 4f and Table S6 ). Overall, these results suggested that the gene dosage balance plays a key role in determining the fates of MIRNA duplicates in subgenomes after WGDs or SDs evidenced by strong signature of purifying selection on those overretained MIRNAs.
Conserved sequence evolution of MIRNAs in lotus pollenpistil interaction
Functional constraint of a conserved biological process imposes selective power on those genes participating in it. Pollen-pistil interaction is a conserved process and ubiquitous in all angiosperms. However, whether this biological process will place a functional constraint on MRINAs involved in it remains an unexplored question. To address this, we identified differentially expressed miRNAs between unpollinated pistil (Pi) and pollinated pistil (PP) of lotus (Figure 5a,b) . In all the six tissues of lotus used in this study, the Pi and PP showed the most similar expression pattern and were clustered together because they are actually two stages of the same tissue (Figure 5a ). In total, 71 MIRNAs were identified being differentially expressed with at least 1.5-fold change (FC) after pistil pollination (P < 0.01, FDR < 0.05) ( Figure 5a and Table S2 ). Comparison of temperate-tropical sequence divergence between those MIRNAs transcriptionally affected by pollen-pistil interaction and those not affected, revealed that those affected exhibited significantly lower variant density than those not affected (P = 0.0113, Mann-Whitney U-test) ( Figure 5c and Table S6 ). Although those MIRNAs retained from WGD or Table S6 for details of Mann-Whitney U-test for pairwise comparisons. See Table S7 for pairwise v² tests of proportions. Error bar, standard deviation. *P < 0.05. **P < 0.01. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com].
SD and with targets showed reduced evolutionary rates, we did not find any significant difference between those affected by pollen-pistil interaction and those not affected in proportions of MIRNAs from WGD (P = 0.276, v 2 test) and in proportions of MIRNAs with target (P = 0.269, v 2 test) (Figure 5d ,e). This suggested that sequence conservation and stronger selective pressure on MIRNAs that affected by pollen-pistil interaction are independent from purifying selection on MIRNAs retained from genome duplication or with identified target.
Evolutionary pattern of MIRNA-likes
The above evolutionary analyses were based on miRNAs with evidence from expression assay of mature miRNAs. Table S6 for details of Mann-Whitney U-test for pairwise comparisons. See Table S7 for pairwise v² tests of proportions. Error bar, standard deviation. *P < 0.05. **P < 0.01.
[Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.
com].
However, expression assay, such as sRNA-seq, may not capture all miRNAs, especially those with expression specificity. By searching homologues in representative plant genomes, we identified abundant of putative MIRNA-likes. Nevertheless, we found many differences between MIRNA and MIRNA-likes. In terms of evidence of transcription of pri-miRNAs, only 7.1% of 813 lotus MIRNA-likes were detected with RNA-seq read coverage. By contrast, 24.1% of MIRNAs were with RNA-seq read coverage (Table S8) . This indicated that the probability of MIRNA-likes to be transcribed is much lower. Genomic composition of lotus MIRNA-likes are also quite different from MIRNAs in that only 10% of MIRNA-likes were from WGD or SD while the majority (69%) were from dispersed duplication (Figure S4a) . Meanwhile, overwhelmingly, 93% of MIRNA-likes were lotus specific ( Figure S4b ). More interestingly, we found that MIRNA-likes exhibited quite different evolutionary pattern from MIRNAs. When combining both MIRNAs and MIRNA-likes, we showed that, in general, older miRNA families are still less likely to be lost during evolution (Figure S5a, b) . However, MIRNA-like sequences from older miRNA families did not always show lower variant density in lotus ( Figure S5c ). Also, copy number and target number of miRNA families had no impact on the propensity for miRNA family loss (PGL) when considering MIRNA-likes (all P > 0.1) ( Figure S6 ). Again, when including MIRNAlikes in miRNA families, the propensity of miRNA family loss (PGL) and the retention of MIRNA-likes from WGD or SD were not associated ( Figure S7a,b) . Dosage balance rule is also not suitable to explain pattern of MIRNA-likes retention from WGD or SD ( Figure S7c,d ). Those MIRNAlikes from WGD or SD, and those predicted to target TFs did not show lower sequence evolution rates when compared with those from other types of origin and other functions ( Figure S7e,f) . Overall, these results suggested that the factors and selection in shaping the evolution of miRNA families and MIRNAs do not apply to the majority of MIRNA-likes, which is probably because the majority are pseudo-MIRNAs or inverted repeat hairpins similar to MIRNAs.
Impact of MIRNA sequence conservation/divergence on target gene expression Although we found variation among different groups of MIRNAs in terms of retention pattern and selective pressure, we did not ascertain whether elevated sequence divergence of MIRNAs may induce subsequent functional consequence. To understand this question, we used target gene expression divergence (distance) during three stages of rhizome development and two stages of leaf development between temperate and tropical lotus as a proxy to gauge the functional divergence of the corresponding MIRNAs (Table S9) . During rhizome development, the mean expression distance of targets of those MIRNAs without variant was 22.0, whereas for those with variant the mean was 28.9 (P = 0.343, Mann-Whitney U-test) (Figure 6a ). During leaf development, the mean expression distance of targets by those MIRNAs without variant was 13.6, whereas for those with variant the mean was 15.5 by those with variant (P = 0.024, Mann-Whitney U-test) (Figure 6a ). Although the P-value of Mann-Whitney U-test in rhizome dataset was not significant, the MIRNAs with sequence variation between temperate and tropical lotus, on average, tend to demonstrate a higher level of functional divergence than those without variation.
DISCUSSION
Factors and selection that shape the status quo of distributions of different miRNA families in plants
To compare propensity for miRNA family loss (PGL) of different age, we analyzed those miRNA families from different evolutionary steps. Although the origin and phylogenetic distribution (presence/absence) of different plant miRNA families have been described in several studies, insufficient sampling from basal lineages would reduce the accuracy in circumscribing miRNA family origin in the plant phylogeny (Zhang et al., 2006a; Li and Mao, 2007; Axtell and Bowman, 2008; Cuperus et al., 2011; Nozawa et al., 2012; Taylor et al., 2014) . Data from early
(c) diverging lineages are important in inferring early evolutionary events. Our current sRNA-seq from multiple lotus tissues provides critical data for predicting the miRNAs which emerged prior to the eudicot radiation, a taxonomic group which comprises a majority (~75%) of the flowering plants (Li et al., 2014 ). In the current study, by applying Dollo parsimony approach we predicted 57 ancient preeudicot miRNA families arose from different evolutionary steps, spawning from the ancestor of land plant to the ancestor of eudicot. However, we should mention that we only circumscribed lower bound of the origin, a more accurate estimation would be obtained by more sampling and sequencing of basal lineages. For instance, a previous miRNA study with limited sampling from basal plants only detected ten miRNA families obtained from the ancestor of land plants and 15 from the ancestor of vascular plant to the ancestor of angiosperms, much lower than the estimation in this study (Nozawa et al., 2012) . Our primary goal was to find the factors that influence the phylogenetic distribution of different miRNA families in descendent plants after their emergence. The de novo origin of a miRNA family during evolution may contribute to regulatory and sometimes developmental novelty of the group (Alonso and Wilkins, 2005; Quah et al., 2015) . However, if a gene is lost frequently in different descendants, there is a possibility that the gene is less important to the organism's fitness or survival (Krylov et al., 2003) . Interestingly, we found that the age of a miRNA family influences its evolutionary conservation. A previous study conducted on Arabidopsis indicated that it requires a longer period of time to integrate newly emerged miRNAs into existing regulatory networks, leading to a rapid loss of new miRNAs (Fahlgren et al., 2007) . The radiation of eudicots, especially the core eudicot, occurred rapidly, following shortly after the ancient hexaploidy of core eudicots (Zheng et al., 2013a ). Yet, the evolutionary time for those miRNA families appearing in the ancestor of eudicot (S6) was relatively short, about 6.4 million years ( Figure 2a) (Zheng et al., 2013a) . Thus, it is possible that, bearing a resemblance to rapid loss of many alternative duplicate genes after polyploidy and radiation, most newly evolved miRNAs prior to the core eudicot or angiosperm radiation might have not yet been integrated into the existing regulatory network and suffered stochastic loss in different descendants (Jiao et al., 2011; Zheng et al., 2013a) .
Another important finding in this study is that the fate of a miRNA family in descendants, its copy number and target gene number are strongly associated. Expansion of eukaryotic protein-coding gene families are usually associated with adaptation and increase of functional, regulatory and developmental diversity (Lespinet et al., 2002; Shiu and Bleecker, 2003; Xu et al., 2009; Sharma et al., 2011; Lehti-Shiu and Shiu, 2012; Shi et al., 2014; Wu et al., 2015) . Expansion of miRNA families may also contribute to their regulatory diversity and robustness, as evidenced from Arabidopsis (Maher et al., 2006; Sieber et al., 2007) . Additionally, miRNA study in grass and lotus (in this study) showed that increase in the copy number of miRNA family is coupled with the increase of the number of targets, supporting that functional diversification of miRNA family is associated its own expansion (Abrouk et al., 2012) . Therefore, functional constraints imposed on miRNA families of higher copy and target number may reduce their chance of loss (Nielsen, 2005) . As a special case, deletion of a copy of gene duplicate is equal to creation of a null allele, and therefore purifying selection may act against this deletion when the extra copy has an important function given enough effective population size (Freeling, 2009) . Previous studies of MIRNA sequence evolution, including soybean, Brassica rapa and Arabidopsis, showed that miRNA families of multi-copy generally evolve at lower rates than those of single copy, which support stronger purifying selection on duplicated MIRNAs (Sun et al., 2015; Zhao et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2016) . In this study of temperate and tropical lotus, the differences in strength of purifying selection on MIRNAs became more noticeable as the copy number increased progressively. More importantly, in this study, we also demonstrated that purifying selection was stronger for MIRNAs that regulate more target genes. Taken together, stronger selective strength for MIRNAs of higher copy and target number provides additional evidence supporting that expansion of a miRNA family and target genes reduce the propensity for miRNA family loss in descendent lineages.
Fates of MIRNA duplicates after genome duplication
Genome duplications are common and frequent during plant evolution (Cui et al., 2006; Jiao et al., 2011; Soltis et al., 2014) . Descendent lineages are separated by speciation events, while descendent subgenomes are separated by genome duplication but coexisting in the same cell. Although the fates of MIRNA duplicates after genome duplications have been investigated in grass, soybean and Brassica rapa, the relationship between the fates of different miRNA families in descendent lineages and in descendent subgenomes has not been explored (Abrouk et al., 2012; Sun et al., 2015; Zhao et al., 2015) . Our study bridged this gap by uncovering the association between the miRNA family retention in descendent lineages and retention in subgenomes after WGD or SD (Figure 4b ). This result further supports that other than age, copy number and target number, retention of duplicate MIRNAs from WGD or SD also contributes to the expansion and diversification of those duplication-tolerant miRNA families and consequently reduces their chance of extinction.
One key mechanism in maintaining the gene duplicates after genome duplications is the gene dosage balance (Papp et al., 2003a; Kellis et al., 2004; Edger and Pires, 2009; Freeling, 2009; Birchler and Veitia, 2012) . It generally suggests that genes in the hubs of regulatory or signaling networks, such as TFs and signal factors, are dosage sensitive, such that deletion of one copy after WGD may disrupt the whole network. Analogous to TFs, the miRNAs function as trans-acting factors, and some miRNAs even regulate multiple targets. We observed that MIRNAs and their targets were often co-retained or co-lost after lotus WGD or SD, which supports the previous findings from grasses, soybean and Brassica (Abrouk et al., 2012; Sun et al., 2015; Zhao et al., 2015) . However, our study differs from previous studies since we classified the MIRNA duplicates and target duplicates into more specific types taking into account their genomic location, such as WGD or SD, dispersed duplication, TD, among others. In this way, we demonstrated that the degree of retention of target gene duplicates after WGD or SD is different among different types of origin of their associated MIRNA duplicates. Also, given that TFs often directly connect to hundreds of genes in the regulatory network, with much more connections than other types of genes (Singh, 1998; Bai et al., 2012) , this study revealed that retention of those MIRNAs that target TFs after WGD or SD was much higher than those that target non-TF genes and those without target, which is consistent with the finding in grass (Abrouk et al., 2012) . The functional importance of those MIRNAs co-retained with targets after WGD or SD and those target TFs is further supported by their sequence conservation during temperate and tropical lotus divergence. These results are consistent with previous findings of strong purifying selection on over-retained protein-coding genes from WGD or SD (Brunet et al., 2006; Guo et al., 2013; Casanova-Saez et al., 2014; Geiser et al., 2016) . Nonetheless, future molecular genetic studies, for example loss-of-function study, are necessary to further validate the functional constraint imposed on those dosage-sensitive MIRNAs.
Evolutionary pattern of MIRNA-likes
Currently, small RNA sequencing may not obtain all the miRNAs in the genome. By searching the homologous sequences of miRNAs in the genomes with typical premiRNA stem-loops, we may capture those unexpressed MIRNA homologues. However, MIRNA-likes also can be pseudogenized MIRNAs or inverted repeat hairpins with sequence similarity to MIRNAs. In rice, members from miR1884 are transposable element (TE)-associated hairpins that can be regulated by typical miRNA pathways (DCL1/4-and AGO1-dependent), supporting the potential of TEs to evolve into MIRNAs by modification on their duplicates (Ou- Yang et al., 2013) . Our study found that the majority of lotus MIRNA-likes were lotus-specific, i.e. homologous to novel MIRNAs, forming dispersed duplicates in the genome. Meanwhile, the average evolutionary rate (variant density) of lotus MIRNA-likes was almost the same as average flanking region, indicating that most MIRNA-likes evolve neutrally and are possibly under trivial or no functional constraint. Also those factors and selection affecting the evolution of miRNA families and MIRNAs were incompatible with MIRNA-like dataset, suggesting that most of the MIRNA-likes could be nonfunctional inverted repeats or pseudo-MIRNAs rather than uncaptured MIRNAs by expression assay. A study conducted in soybean also showed that most of predicted MIRNA-likes are pseudoMIRNAs without miRNA activity and excluded from further study of miRNA target co-evolution (Zhou et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2016) . Thus, when analyzing miRNAs or MIRNAs, the expression assays, such as sRNA-seq, can provide a more reliable dataset of miRNAs.
Evolution of MIRNAs in the biological context
In this study, we also examined the evolution of MIRNAs in a conserved biological process, focusing on pollen-pistil interaction that is common in all angiosperms (Palanivelu et al., 2003; Edlund et al., 2004) . Accurate regulation of genes in pollen-pistil interaction is essential for plant sexual reproduction. Previous studies in Capsella and Arabidopsis found that genes specifically expressed in pollen and pollen tube are under stronger purifying selection compared with other tissues (Arunkumar et al., 2013; Gossmann et al., 2014) . By investigating temperate and tropical lotus divergence, we revealed that those MIRNAs transcriptionally affected by pollen-pistil interaction had significantly reduced sequence divergence compared to those not affected and the neutrally evolving flanking regions. Within those conserved MIRNAs, we identified two conserved phytohormone-related miRNAs participating in pollen-pistil interaction in flowering plants: miR160 and miR159 which were without sequence divergence between temperate and tropical lotus ( Figure S8 and Tables S2 and S10). The homologues of miR160 and miR159 were also downregulated during pollen-pistil interaction in maize (Table S10) . In Arabidopsis, miR160 and miR159 target ARF10,17,18 and GAMYBs respectively, which are essential for anther development, pollen wall patterning and pollen tube growth (Millar and Gubler, 2005; Yang et al., 2013a) . These genetic studies in Arabidopsis and the sRNA-seq studies in lotus and maize concur on that down-regulation of miR160 and miR159 in auxin and GA signaling pathways is important to pollenpistil interaction for flowering plants, and therefore these MIRNAs are under strong functional constraint ( Figure S8 ) (Weiss and Ori, 2007) .
Differentiation of a specific developmental trait often requires transcriptional change of genes in many pathways. For Asian lotus (Nelumbo nucifera), the rhizome growth pattern that reflects local adaptation is recognized as a major phenotypic difference to distinguish the two ecotypes-enlarged rhizome girth for temperate lotus and thin rhizome for tropical lotus (Figure 6b,c) (Yang et al., 2013b (Yang et al., , 2014 Hu et al., 2015) . The enlarged temperate lotus rhizome is a wildly consumed aquatic vegetable in Asia, and understanding the molecular mechanism for its growth will facilitate its breeding and research of lotus adaptation. Meanwhile, flowering time also differs between temperate and tropical lotus and many flowering time related genes are differentially expressed in developing leaves between them (Yang et al., 2014) . In this study, we observed that the sequence divergence in MIRNAs between the two ecotypes accelerates the average expression divergence of target genes during rhizome and leaf growth. In other words, more conserved MIRNA evolution is coupled with more similar expression pattern of target genes. This result confirmed the functional impact of MIRNA sequence evolution, and further rendered above evolutionary analyses of miRNA families and MIRNA sequences more meaningful. Therefore, our analyses on lotus also offer an important clue into miRNA's role in plant evolutionary development biology (evo-devo).
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Plant material, small RNA and cDNA degradome sequencing
The Nelumbo nucifera variety 'China Antique' was chosen for small RNA and degradome sequencing in our study as the wholegenome sequence is available for this variety. The plant samples were harvested from the lotus exhibition area in Wuhan Botanical Garden of Chinese Academy of Sciences. Tissues for the sRNAseq included leaf (L), petiole (S), petal (PE), anther (AN), unpollinated pistil (Pi) and pollinated pistil (PP). All the tissues were harvested during the flowering stage (Figure 5b ). The PPs were collected at 12 h after pollination. As our aim was to focus on pollen-pistil interaction, two biological replicates were prepared for An, Pi and PP with higher sequencing depth.
Small RNA library construction was performed as described earlier using RNAs isolated from the above six tissues, including nine samples with Truseq ™ Small RNA sample preparation kit (Wang et al., 2012a) . Briefly, 18-30 nt small RNAs were purified in polyacrylamide denaturing gel electrophoresis, and ligated to 3 0 and 5 0 RNA adapters sequentially. After reverse transcription, PCR amplified products were sequenced by Illumina Hiseq2000 (Nextomics, Wuhan, China). All sRNA-seq clean reads were stored in NCBI SRA database under the accession number SRX1591010.
To identify miRNA targets with cleavage, the mixed RNAs with equal amounts from the six tissues were applied in the degradome analysis. The cDNA library construction was performed as previous description (German et al., 2009; Shamimuzzaman and Vodkin, 2012) . In brief, polyA RNA was purified from total RNA by Oligotex mRNA kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA, USA), and the 5 0 -phosphate of the polyA RNA was ligated to a 5 0 RNA oligonucleotide adaptor with a MmeI recognition site by T4 RNA ligase. The products were digested with MmeI after RT-PCR amplification and ligated to 3 0 double-stranded DNA adapter. The amplified products were purified in gel and sequenced using an Hiseq2000 (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA). After filtering low-quality reads, adaptors, contamination and false sequences with FastQC, clean reads of the degradomeseq are available under NCBI accession number SRX1592642.
miRNA identification with bioinformatics pipeline
Known miRNAs were identified and classified into miRNA families by mapping the unique sRNA-seq reads to the conserved miRNAs (miRNA families) from miRBase 21 with no more than two mismatches using blastn (Griffiths-Jones et al., 2006; Kozomara and Griffiths-Jones, 2014) . The remaining sequences matching breakdown products of mRNAs, rRNAs, tRNAs, small nuclear RNAs and small nucleolar RNAs were discarded (Table S1 ). To identify novel miRNAs, the unique reads were mapped to the lotus genome initially using Bowtie and those with more than 30 hits on the genome were removed (Langmead et al., 2010) . Pre-miRNA hairpins at reads mapped genomic regions were predicted using miRDeep2, and the genomic regions to encode pre-miRNA hairpins with typical stem-loop structure that confirmed by MIRcheck were considered as MIRNAs (Jones-Rhoades and Bartel, 2004; Friedlander et al., 2012) . The surrounding sequences (downstream and upstream) of mature sequences were extended by 300-bp which were used to predict the fold-back structure using mFold (Zuker, 2003) . The pre-miRNA secondary structures were plotted by RNAfold and RNA plot (http://rna.tbi.univie.ac.at/). To define novel miRNA families in lotus, we performed all-against-all blast to cluster homologous novel miRNAs of no more than two mismatches in the mature sequences. For the following analyses, lotus miRNAs from a previous publication with a typical stem-loop structure that was recognized by MIRchek were also integrated into the current dataset (Zheng et al., 2013b) .
To validate the transcription of pri-miRNAs, the clean lotus RNA-seq reads from rhizome internode, petiole, root and leaf were downloaded under the accession numbers SRR831082, SRR831088, SRR831169 and SRR830399, and mapped to the reference lotus genome using Bowtie (Langmead et al., 2010) . Fraction covered by RNA-seq reads on each MIRNA was calculated (Table S3) .
Prediction of miRNA targets in lotus
Computational predictions of miRNA targets were performed based on previously established rules (Allen et al., 2005) . Complementary sites of unique miRNA on lotus mRNA sequences were predicted while the following parameters were applied: (i) no more than four mismatches between sRNA and target (G-U bases count as 0.5 mismatches); (ii) no more than two adjacent mismatches in the miRNA/target duplex; (iii) no adjacent mismatches in positions 2-12 of the miRNA/target duplex (5 0 of miRNA); (iv) no mismatches in positions 10-11 of miRNA/target duplex; (v) no more than 2.5 mismatches in positions 1-12 of the of the miRNA/ target duplex (5 0 of miRNA); and (vi) minimum free energy (MFE) of the miRNA/target duplex should be no less than 75% of the MFE of the miRNA bound to its perfect complement (Wang et al., 2012a) .
Degradome analysis for detection of cleaved miRNA targets
To validate miRNA targets with cleavage in the binding sites, degradome sequencing analysis was performed. After adaptortrimming, clean reads from degradome-seq were mapped to the genome using Bowtie (Langmead et al., 2010) . The cleaved targets were consequently predicted by CleaveLand pipeline 3.0 with optimized parameters (Addo-Quaye et al., 2009) . For known miRNAs, the alignment score threshold was set to 4.5; for novel miRNAs, the alignment score threshold was set to 5 (Xia et al., 2015; Niu et al., 2016) . Degradome data were normalized to transcripts per billion (TPB). Further, target sequences from computational prediction (p) and degradome analysis (d) were annotated in PlantTFDB to identify those targets that encode TFs (Guo et al., 2008) .
Evolutionary analyses of miRNA families
To understand how different plant miRNA families arose before eudicot radiation, and how they were retained/lost in descendants, we systematically analyzed the miRNA families of lotus and other plants from miRbase 21 in a time-calibrated phylogenetic tree encompassing the backbone branches of green plants (GriffithsJones et al., 2006; Fiz-Palacios et al., 2011; Kozomara and Griffiths-Jones, 2014) . Only miRNA sequences with pre-miRNA hairpins were included in the subsequent analyses. Given that rare chance of convergent evolution of miRNA families, gain of plant miRNA families during each evolutionary steps before the MRCA of Rosids and Asterids were estimated under Dollo parsimony model in Count based on presence and absence (1/0) of miRNA families in each species (Figure 2) (Csuros, 2010; Guerra-Assuncao and Enright, 2012) . To measure evolutionary conservation of miRNA families, the propensity for gene loss (PGL) was applied and computed under Dollo parsimony approach in Count (Krylov et al., 2003) . To test the relationships among PGL, miRNA family copy number and target number, the linear regression analyses were conducted in R (http://www.r-project.org/) (Figure 3a-d) .
Evolutionary analyses of lotus MIRNAs during WGDs or SDs
To understand how different MIRNAs and their targets were retained after lotus genome duplications including WGDs or SDs, MCScanX was used to classify duplications (Wang et al., 2012b) . All lotus protein-coding genes were searched against themselves using blastp (e-value < 1 eÀ5 ). MIRNAs of the same miRNA family were converted to the pairwise homologous pairs. The combined list of protein and MIRNA homologues were incorporated along with their genomic coordinates as an input for MCScanX to identify the syntenic blocks in the lotus genome and classify MIRNA origin by duplications (Wang et al., 2012b) . Circle plot of syntenic blocks maintaining the collinear MIRNAs were produced with MCScanX. Pairwise comparisons of proportion of MIRNAs retained from WGDs or SDs of different groups of MIRNAs that classified by PGL (propensity for miRNA family loss) and by function of the target were analyzed using the v² test for proportions in R (Table S7) .
Identification of lotus miRNAs participating in pollen-pistil interaction
To quantify the miRNA expression levels across multiple lotus tissues, Log 2 (TPM) value was applied. TPM represents 'transcripts per million.' The expression matrix was clustered by average-linkage clustering in Expander 6.0 (Shamir et al., 2005) . Differentially expressed miRNAs between tissue samples were identified by an FC greater than 1.5 (chi-squared P < 0.01, FDR < 0.05). Differentially expressed miRNAs between unpollinated pistil and pollinated pistil were considered as in participation of pollen-pistil interaction. To identify possible miRNA target pairs participating in pollen-pistil interaction common in flowering plants, the miRNAs in maize (Zea mays) were downloaded from a previous study for comparison . Comparisons of the proportions of MIRNAs from WGD or SD between those MIRNAs affected by pollen-pistil interaction and those not affected, the proportions of MIRNAs from WGD or SD between those with target and those without were performed using v² test in R (Table S7) .
Patterns of MIRNA sequence divergence between temperate and tropical lotus
To assess whether strength of selection acting on MIRNAs from miRNA family of different copy and target number is different, we performed genome-wide analyses of sequence divergence of MIRNAs and their flanking regions between temperate and tropical lotus. As flanking region sequences tend to evolve neutrally, divergence of flanking regions were considered as a control group for detecting selective strength on MIRNAs in this study (Helwak et al., 2013; Mohammed et al., 2014) . First, Illumina resequencing reads (accession number: SRP061673) from 'Chiang Mai' wild lotus (Thai tropical lotus) were downloaded and mapped to reference lotus genome 'China antique' (temperate lotus) using BWA with default settings (Jo and Koh, 2015) . Variant calling from mapped re-sequencing reads on MIRNAs and their flanking regions were analyzed by FreeBayes with 'Simple diploid calling with filtering' and 'min coverage = 10.' The length of left and right flanking regions applied was the same as their corresponding MIRNAs (Garrison and Marth, 2012) . Variant density (including SNPs, InDels and complex) was measured by 'No. of variants per kb' for each MIRNA and each MIRNA flanking region (Table S2 ). Differences of variant density among flanking regions and different groups of MIRNAs classified by 'copy number of miRNA family', 'number of targets', 'type of origin', 'function of targets' and 'involvement in pollen-pistil interaction' were compared using Mann-Whitney U-test in R (Figures 3, 4 and 5 and Table S6 ).
Evolutionary pattern of miRNA families when including
MIRNA-likes
To predict MIRNA homologues (MIRNA-likes) in representative plant genomes, genome sequences of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (green algae), Physcomitrella patens (moss), Selaginella moellendorffii (fern), Solanum lycopersicum (asterids), Arabidopsis thaliana (rosids) and Oryza sativa (monocots) were downloaded from Ensembl Genomes, and genome of Pinus sylvestris (gymnosperm) was downloaded from PlantGenIE (Sundell et al., 2015; Kersey et al., 2016) . Then MIRNA-likes were identified by MIRcheck (Jones-Rhoades and Bartel, 2004) . Briefly, mature miRNA sequences from miRBase21 and lotus were used as query to search against genomes. Those predicted genomic hairpins with no more than 2 nt mismatches, 0 Indel in mature sequences and typical stem-loop structures within the 300 nt flanking regions were considered as MIRNA-likes. These identified MIRNA-likes and MIRNAs were combined and subjected to the same evolutionary analyses as described above.
Impact of MIRNA sequence divergence on target gene expression
To validate whether expression divergence of miRNA target genes can be escalated by MIRNA sequence divergence, we contrasted those target genes with MIRNAs with variant (SNP or InDel) and those without. To calculate the expression divergence (distance) of target genes, two comparative transcriptomic datasets were applied. One was the three stages of rhizome development from temperate and tropical lotus . The other was the two stages of leaf development, which was close to the flowering bud, from temperate and tropical lotus (Yang et al., 2014) . Given that RNA-seq was available for only two stages (variables) of lotus leaf, the expression distance (d) of a miRNA target between temperate and tropical lotus is quantified by the Euclidean distance d eud = RMSD (root mean squared deviation) (Hu et al., 2013) . Expression distance of target genes of those MIRNAs with variant and those without was compared by Mann-Whitney U-test (one tail) in R (http://www.r-project.org/).
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